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Psychosocial barriers to 
engagement in creative practice

Psychological Structural

The challenge



The idea

Humans learn to draw before they learn to speak and
write. It’s a creative instinct as old as humanity. So
why then, do so many of us end up later in life feeling
likewe can’t draw? That we don’t have the skills?

I Can’t Draw invites us to re-connect with our inbuilt
ability to express ourselves and communicate through
the making of marks. Drawing isn’t a competition,
and there’s no wrong answers. It’s a celebration of
what it is to be human and our talent to express
ourselves beyondwords.

We can draw.



The project

1.Teacher-led delivery

2. In-school workshop

3. On-campus workshop



The results

84 lesson packs sent

5 workshops delivered by AUB tutors

Over 100 students participated in the project 

workshops

… and many more through teacher-led delivery  



Feedback

“The group really struggled to make eye 

contact with the tutors at first but by the 

end of the session were having full 

conversations and really enjoying 

experimenting with the mark making tools 

they had made and showing their work to 

each other and us.”





Student work



Taking it outside the classroom walls…



Taking it outside the classroom walls…



Taking it outside the classroom walls…



So we can draw, but why do we think we can’t?

Celebration Exploration

Mobilising mark-making as a creative tool to explore the psychological 
barriers to engagement with creative practice



Engaging with communities



Find out more

www.aub.ac.uk/icantdraw

http://www.aub.ac.uk/icantdraw

